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Institute for Theoretical Physics. Nijenborg 4, NL-974 7 AG Groningen, The Netherlands 
Received 20 January 1992 
We construct supersymmetric R+R4-actions inten dimensions. Two invariants, of which the bosonic parts are known from 
string amplitude and sigma model calculations, are obtained. One of these invariants can be generalized to an R + F 2+ F 4-invar- 
iant for supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory coupled to supergravity. Supersymmetry requires the presence ofB ^  R ^  R ^  R ^  R- 
terms, (B ^  F A F A F A F for Yang-Mills) which correspond tocounterterms in the Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation. 
1. Introduction 
Ten-dimensional superstring effective actions, which are an important ingredient in phenomenological appli- 
cations of superstring theories, are restricted by the requirement of local supersymmetry. The complete ffective 
action consists of an infinite series of terms, with increasing powers of the Riemann tensor R. In this letter we 
present the supersymmetric completion of bosonic actions quartic in the Riemann tensor. 
The following R 4-actions (in d= 10 ) have been discussed in this context: 
X= t~°~t ,bcaerghRu~abRzocdRof fR ,~p gh . ( 1.1 ) 
This action was obtained from string amplitude considerations [ 1], and from a calculation of the two-loop 8- 
function in a supersymmetric sigma-model [2 ]. It appears in the string effective action with the characteristic 
coefficient ~(3 ). The tensor t is given explicitly in, e.g., ref. [3] ~. The action [ t ( t r  R 2)2] 
y l_ ,u~ao~, ,ao  abD ~oo cdo ca (1.2) 
we also found in tree-level string amplitude calculations [4 ]. One may also take a different race over Lorentz 
indices, which leads to [ t ( t rR  4) ] 
y2 _ t l, u@azc~# o abD bcD cd D da . . . .  ~,~ --ao , ,~  "'-a - (1.3) 
A fourth action, which is by construction i variant under linearized supersymmetry transformations, is [5 ] 
Z= R l ab~bR,.SaR~fefRgh i a . ( 1.4 ) 
If reduced to eight dimensions Z becomes a total derivative, and does not play a role in lightcone gauge string 
amplitude calculations. Therefore one has no a priori knowledge from string amplitudes about its presence in a 
ten-dimensional supersymmetric invariant. The fact that in ten dimensions one should allow the presence of Z 
was stressed in refs. [ 5-7 ]. 
Our main results are as follows. We find that the most general supersymmetric a tion of the type R+?R 4, 
where 7 is an arbitrary constant, is a linear combination of two actions which are separately invariant. The 
~a In ref. [ 3 ] the indices on t take on only the eight ransverse values. In this letter tindicates the tensor structure ofref. [ 3 ] without he 
eight-dimensional Levi-Civita symbol, but with indices taking all ten values. 
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bosonic part of the first invariant contains X and Z. The second invariant contains only Y~. Note that the con- 
tractions of Lorentz indices in Y~ (and Y2) are as for an SO (9,1 ) Yang-Mills group, and indeed this invariant 
can be generalized toan arbitrary Yang-Mills group. In the abelian case this F 4-action coincides with the quartic 
terms of the Born-Infeld action [ 8 ]. As we shall see below, this requires the presence of the supersymmetric F 2. 
action. 
The supersymmetric completion of these R4-actions contains B ^  R ^ R ^ R ^ R-terms (B A F^ F^ F^ F for 
Yang-Mills), where B is the two-index antisymmetric gauge field of d= 10, N= 1 supergravity. Such terms are 
known from the Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation [ 9 ], where they appear as counterterms. Their presence 
in the low-energy effective action has also been established from the calculation of one-loop amplitudes for the 
heterotic string [ 10 ]. Therefore the term Xin ( 1.1 ) can be considered as part of the supersymmetric completion 
of the Green-Schwarz counterterms. 
The invariance of the R + 7R4-action holds only iteratively in 7. Thus we allow changes, proportional to 7, in 
the supersymmetry transformation rules of the supergravity fields. The value of 7 depends on the particular 
application of the result, and is of course not fixed by supersymmetry. The modifications of the transformation 
rules are relevant for compactification to four dimensions with unbroken N= 1 supersymmetry [ 11 ]. 
Results about he supersymmetrization of ( 1.1 ) have been obtained in superspace [ 12 ]. Since we do not want 
to limit ourselves to ( 1.1 ), we prefer the construction ofthe most general invariant containing R 4 by the explicit 
Noether method, to the extraction of component results from ref. [ 12 ]. 
We emphasize that we do not consider the addition of an R2-term in the action. Such terms occur in the 
supersymmetrization of Lorentz Chern-Simons terms [ 9 ]. Invariance holds iteratively in the coefficient of the 
R2-term, the series also containing an R4-term. The component version of this R4-term, including Yang-Mills 
contributions, was worked out previously [ 13 ]. In section 4 we will discuss the relation of the present work with 
these results. 
2. The construction 
In N= l, d= 10 supergravity [ 14] we have the following transformation rules under local supersymmetry: 
6eu=l~Fa~,  6~u=(O _ l ~b 
~-- e , ,abc,  cP-'6C~=-~x~62. (2.1) 
In this work we do not consider contributions to the action quartic in fermions, therefore there is no need to 
consider bilinear fermions in the above transformation rules ~2. We have defined 
P+-ab: m abte''~+3x/~H:~ffb. I, , ~' ) _ . (2.2) 
From (2.1) and (2.2) one readily obtains 
as'2u_ "t '= ½gF~g ab , 6~ab= -- ¼FcdeRcdab(-Q_ ) , (2.3) 
where ~'ab is the gravitino curvature: q/u, = ~u (12+)~u,- ~, (g2+)q/u. Note that (2.3) coincides precisely with the 
transformation rules of the d= 10 Yang-Mills multiplet. 
To make the supersymmetrization of R4-actions feasible, a few further estrictions have to be made. We will 
only consider contributions to the action which are linear in the field strength H of the antisymmetric tensor 
gauge field Bu, .  This implies that we do not consider variations of the action containing H. Furthermore, we do 
not consider terms in the action containing the Ricci-tensor or F"~,u, ,  since these are proportional to equations 
of motion of the R-action, and can be eliminated by redefining the fields. 
~2 The complete form of the d= 10, N= 1 supergravity action and these transformation rules can be found in ref. [ 13 ]. 
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The 7R 4-action itself will be invariant only up to terms proportional to the equations of motions, and therefore 
invariance of the R + 7R 4-action is achieved by modifying the supersymmetry transformation rules with terms 
of O (7). The determination of these modif ications i one of the reasons for doing this explicit supersymmetri-  
zation. The modif ications of  the fermionic transformation rules will influence the compactif ication procedure 
from ten to four dimensions, as set out in ref. [ 11 ]. 
In this letter, we will consider only the sector which includes the zehnbein, the gravitino and the antisymme- 
tric tensor gauge field Bu,,. There are a number of contributions to the variation of  the action which are insensi- 
tive of the presence of  2 and ~. As we shall see, the cancellation of these variations is already very restrictive. In 
this paper we only obtain the modif ications of the gravitino transformation rule, the transformation rule of  2 
being left to a later publication. 
The starting point is the construction of  an ansatz for the action. Let us consider the R 4-terms explicitly. There 
are seven independent products of four Riemann tensors. A parametrization f  this sector of the ansatz is given 
by 
A1 =- RabefRabefRcdghRcdgh , A2 = RacefRbcefRadghRbdgh , A3 = Rabej~cdeJRabghRcdgh , A4 - Rabeja~cdaJRacghRbdgh , 
A5 = RabefRcaefRagchRbgah , A6 =-- RaebfRcedfRagbhRcgah , A7 =-Ra,.bfRceafRagchRbgah . (2.4) 
Schematically, the other sectors included in the present calculations are ~3 HR 2 ~R,  BR 4, ~(2)_F'~(2)R ~R, 
~//(2 )/" ~/ / (2 )  R 2, ~Fq/(2) R 3 and ~F~uR 2 ~R.  The structure of most of these is obvious, except perhaps BR 4. These 
are two independent contributions: 
Ki =- ieu~U'°Bu~u2Rl,3l,, abRusu6 abRuTuS cdRu9ulO rd , K2 - ieu'U'°Bu, l ,2Ri ,3u,  abRusu6 ~CR~,~l,8 bdRu9ulo cd . (2.5) 
They are clearly invariant under gauge transformations of the B-field, OBu~= 0uA~-0 j1  u. We find that both 
terms play a role in the invariants. Their properties will be further discussed in section 4. Altogether, there are 
approximately 200 terms, each with an a priori arbitrary coefficient, in the ansatz. 
For later reference it is useful to rewrite X, Y~, Yz and Z ( 1.1 ) -  (1.4) in terms ofA ~-A7. The result is 
X=12(A I -16A2+2A3-32As+I6A6+32AT) ,  Y I=-2A I  W16Az-4A3+8A4,  
Y2 -4A2+2A4-16As+8A6+16A7,  1 = Z=~6(A~ - 16A2 +2A3 + 16A4 -32A5 + 16A6 - 32A7), (2.6) 
TO derive (2.6) we have used pair exchange and cyclic identities for the Riemann tensor, and dropped terms 
containing Ricci tensors. Note that X+ 6 Y~ - 24 Y2 = 0. 
The relevant contributions to the supersymmetry transformation rules are presented in table 1. In table 2 we 
show the generic structure of the variations of the action that we have considered. These variations may generate 
~3 ~, indicates the gravitino, ~u(2) indicates the gravitino curvature. 
Table 1 
The schematic form of the supersymmetry ansformation rules 
considered in this paper. The symbol ~, represents he gravitino, 
~u(2) the gravitino curvature. 
# Transformation 
1 6~u= ~(~o)e 
2 ~H= (~(2), ~B = (~' 
3 &o=£~2) 
4 d0./(2) = ~R 
5 ~e=~u 
Table 2 
The different structures in the variation of the action. The re- 
mainders indicates terms that may be left over after cancellation 
(see below ) and can be shifted to a later stage of the calculations. 
# Variation Remainder 
(A) £~(2)R 2~R (2.8) 
(B) £ ~u(2 )R 3 (2.7), (2.8)-(2.10) 
(C) (~R (~R) 2 - 
(D) ~q/R 2 ~R (2.11 )
(E) ~R 4 - 
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Table 3 
All contributions to the variations (A)-(E), given in table. The numbers in the table correspond tothe supersymmetry transformation 
in table 1. 
Contribution (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 
R '~ 3 - - - 5 
R 2 .CyRH 2 - - - 
I//~2 ) (Z//,b'(2) R 2 4 4 - - 
~//(2 j 1if(2) R ~JR 4 - - - 
~q/(2) R3 1 1 - - 4 
~q/R 2 C-/R 1 1 1 - 
B R  4 - - - 2 
a remainder that has to be taken into account in a subsequent cancellation. To give an example, the Bianchi 
identity for the gravitino curvature reads 
~[c~ab] = -- ¼ Fef~/tcRab]ef . (2.7) 
Using this Bianchi dentity we can simplify the variations of the type (~Ip'(e)R 3, at the expense of introducing 
an additional contribution to the cancellation of the ~q/R 4 variation. In this way we try to move, where possible, 
terms from the (A) - (D)  cancellations to (E). There are, besides (2.7), a number of other identities which we 
use in this way. Some involve the equations of motion Ha, 72u and A of the gravitino ~u and of 2, respectively. 
They read: 
Fb~u.,,= ~a + ¼x/-2 F .A -  2x f2  ~,~2, (2.8) 
@q/~,b = -2~[a  ~h] + ½xf2 F[a ~b jA  -- 1Fcl- 'eJ~cRabef- ½~/2 FCa2Ra~ca+ FC~,'t,~Rblc , (2.9) 
S'q/,,~ = ~gJ,~ - ¼x/~ (F~, £~A-  ~aA)  - ¼F~J~UbRab,.S+ ½Rab(U'c~Uc --~U b) + ~R~u~, , (2.10) 
~[~ ~s, lRa&'d = --R~,,[a fRa, lcd -- Rue [c fRabfal . (2.1 1 ) 
Remaining contributions in the variation of the action which contain the equations of motion can be cancelled 
by modifying the transformation rules of the supergravity fields with terms proportional to y. In table 3 the 
calculation is presented schematically. As explained above, the use of the relations (2.7)-(2.1 1 ) gives addi- 
tional contributions to the variations of the form (E). 
In practice we first considered the cancellations (C) and (D),  because these restrict only the coefficients of 
the yTq/R 2 ~R terms. Note that in principle a term cubic in the Riemann tensor, with two additional derivatives, 
could also contribute to this sector. However, all such terms vanish due to identities for the Riemann tensor, or 
contain Ricci tensors. 
After performing and simplifying all variations, we solve a system of linear equations for the remaining coef- 
ficients. We find that two independent solutions remain. In the next section we will discuss their properties. 
3. Results 
Using the Noether procedure, as discussed in the previous ection, we find that supersymmetry requires that 
the R4-terms must occur in the following combination: 
~=aA~+(-16a+b)A2+2aA3+(12a-2b)A4+( -32a+4b)As+(16a-2b)A6+( -16a+2b)A7.  (3.1) 
~a These quations ofmotion are defined as tpu= (OIO~,)5~R and A =- (0/02)LPR, where ~9°R is the N= 1, d= 10 supergravity R-action, as 
given in ref. [ 13 ]. 
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Expressed in terms of X, Y~, Y2 and Z this reads 
oT=cX+ ~ × 7! (a -  ~b)Z+ [6c -  (~a+ 3b)  ] Y~ + [ - 24c+ ½ (a -  ~b) ] Y2. (3.2) 
Here the coefficient c is arbitrary and reflects the dependence of X, Y~ and Y2 discussed in section 2. We will 
choose c = ~ (a -  ~ b), and associate one independent solution with the choice b = 0, the other with b = 8a. The 
arbitrary scale a is set equal to one. 
The bosonic part of the first invariant reads 
11 = e( Rab,~Rabet-R~ag~ Rcdgh -- 16RacefR&.efRadghRbag h + 2Rab,,~R,,d,,]~R,~bg h Rcdg h + 12Ra&,fRca,,fRacghRbdg h 
-- 32RabcfR,,aefR,~gchRbgah + 16R,~ebfRceajRag~hR~gah -- 16Rae~fRc~afR.gchRbgah ) 
+ ~ix/~ e~,...u,o n n ab R ~a~ ~a--½ixf2e,,...~',or¢ R (3.3) ~lt l~Z2" 'p3p4 abRlts,u6 '',ttTp8 ~p9plO ~I t l / t2~' / t3 /z4  abR,usp6 acR,uTl~ 8 bd]~ cd ~ ~9. / / I  0 
The R 4-terms in (3.3) correspond to ~8 [X+ (6 × 7!)Z] . Note that in ( 3.3 ) no terms linear in H are present [in 
our calculation the argument of the Riemann tensor is always the spin-connection o~(e, ~,) ]. In ref. [4] it was 
found that in the string effective action the Riemann tensor should depend on the spin-connection 12_ [see 
(2.2) ]. However, when X and Z are written in terms of~_,  and one then expands in H, terms linear in H cancel. 
Thus the effect of torsion appears only in the terms quadratic in H, which we do not consider here. The presence 
of Kt and 1(2 in (3.3), corresponding to a five-point amplitude in a string calculation, was anticipated in ref. 
[lO]. 
The bosonic part of the second invariant is given by 
12 = e [ R~h,j,RahcrRcaghRcagh -- 8RacecRt,ce~Raagh R&lgh "b 2R~,h,:/R,,d,:cR,a,gh R,,4e h - 4R,,b,:lR,.a,vRacgh R bdgh 
+ 96Xf2 Hab"( -Rabe,nRghf m CJ~cRefgh -bRa&,mRg,~fin ~eRcl:eh) ] 
+ ~ix/2 e,,...,,OB,~u2R,3,, ah R at, R ca R cd .... "'.~.8 --~.~o (3 .4 )  
The R4-terms in (3.4) are -½ Ya (l.3). In this case we do obtain contributions linear in H. Using the pair 
exchange of the Riemann tensor, all R4-terms can be rewritten in terms of Yuu,o~Ruuab(Og)Rhoab(o)) and its 
contractions. Note that Yu~o has an analogue for an arbitrary Yang-Mills group: tr Fu~F~. The analogy between 
£2  and the gauge field Au of the super-Yang-Mills multiplet [see (2.3) ] suggests that the terms linear in H in 
(3.4) and the R 4-terms hould combine if we introduce £2_ as the spin-connection. I deed, the terms linear in 
H can both be absorbed in this way. 
In this short communication we will refrain from giving the terms in the action which depend on the fermions. 
One surprise (for us) in this fermionic sector is that all terms of the type ~uR 2 ~R have a vanishing coefficient. 
The fermionic terms corresponding to the solution (3.4) can all be written in terms of Yu~o and contractions 
between Ru.  ~b and ~b, which can also be generalized to arbitrary Yang-Mills groups. 
The remaining contributions to the variations proportional to the gravitino equation of motion are, for the 
invariant I~ (3 .3 ) ,  
( RabcdRajefRbkgh -- ~ RabcdRabefRjkgh ) (rcdefgh ~j l , -  "k ( 2Ra~,a~R,,b~ Rfg,,j "k 12Racd,,Rajb i Rbgcj) gra,,fg ~bCij 
+ ( - 8R,~d,dRa,,ehRcfai + 4Rab~aRabc~Ra:~,i + 4Rb,,~aR,,jahRb,,a, + 20Ra~a,,R,,a~ Rbca, + 2Raa,,jRbcahRb~ai 
-- 16RabaeR~fahRb,.ai + 2 4Ra~R,~f~hRbcai - ½ R,~b~aR~bcaRet~i + 2RabceRab4tRca,~i - R,~b,.aRaberR~dhi 
"k 8 RacbeRadbfRcdhi ) ( ref  ~bC hi 
-- 2RabaeRa<fgRbhci~Faefg h 9jgtij 
+ ( 8Rab,,¢Raba/R~agh --4RacbeRaabfRcagh -- 8RabefRacdgRbcah "b 8R~aeyRbcagRb,-ah )(F~& ~i~¢hi 
+ ( 32RacbeRaabfRcaeg -- 20RabcaRabefRcaeg + 20RahcaRabceRqf,,g) ( l~f~ hgig h . ( 3.5 ) 
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Using (2.9) and (2.10) this can be expressed in terms of derivatives of ~u, after which the required additional 
variations of the gravitino can be read off. 
For the invariant 12 (3 .4 )  the remaining fermionic equations of motion are 
1 -- ~RcdabRcaabRej~i -- RcaahR,,fabRcahi -- ~RcdabRefabRghjk~.T'cdefgh ~lff j k -I- ( 2RceabRdfabRcdhi 1 
+ 4RcaabRc~abRajhi) ~Fef ~q/m.  ( 3.6 ) 
The bosonic equations of motion, which are required to determine the additional transformation rules of the 
zehnbein, will be presented elsewhere. 
Let us now come back to (3.4). All contributions to (3.4) can be generalized to the d= 10 Yang-Mills multi- 
plet, if we replace I2_ by A, R (g2_) by F(A ), and ~,~2) by Z, where Z is the fermionic partner of the Yang-Mills 
gauge field. Invariance of (3.4) requires modifications of the transformation rules, which arise from remaining 
equations of motions in the variation of the action. In the case of (3.4), all these equations of motion corre- 
spond, after the above substitution, to the A- and z-equations of motion that follow from the F2-action. For the 
fermionic equation of motion this can be seen from (3.6). Therefore (iterative) invariance requires the pres- 
ence of the F2-action [ 15 ]. As a byproduct of our analysis of Ra-actions we therefore find also the following 
tr F 2 + y (tr F 2 ) 2.invariant coupled to supergravity: 
~yM m 9~R q- ~.CC~F 2 -}- ye{ ! ,//l ...,t18 - 2t tr Fu,u2Fu3u. tr Fusu6Fu7u8 
+ k i.,f2 e - '  Eu'~"°B~,~, 2 tr Fu,~Fu~.6 tr FF,~,sFu9u, o + 4R."F  ~ tr(z ~F . . )  - 2 tr (;~F'"~Z) tr (Fp~ ~"F~.) 
+4X""Fuzo tr(z ~ .F  a°) -8  tr ()?F~, ~.Z) t rF"~F 'a  - 16XU"Fu tr[ (~Pz)F. . ]  +Noether terms}, (3.7) 
where X .~-  tr F.~ Z. Modifications of the Yang-Mills transformation rules are of O (y). In the abelian case ( 3.7 ) 
is the quartic contribution to the Born-Infeld action [ 8 ] coupled to supergravity, and agrees in the flat limit 
with the globally sypersymmetric Born-Infeld action presented in ref. [ 16 ]. In the Yang-Mills case the structure 
of (3.7) differs in the flat limit from the result of ref. [ 16], since in ref. [ 16] only the symmetric Yang-Mills 
trace (i.e., r tr F 4) is considered. 
In the present calculation we have not yet taken into account he ;t and 0 dependence ofthe action. The form 
in which 0 appears can be anticipated from, e.g., Gross and Sloan [4 ], where it is shown that the action contains 
an multiplicative 0 -  3 factor (in our notation ). 
4. Discussion 
In this paper, we have found that two supersymmetric invariants of the type R + yR 4 exist. As a by-product, 
we have also obtained the leading terms of a locally supersymmetric tr F 2 + y (tr F 2 ) 2_invariant" 
Amplitude calculations for the heterotic string tell us that the actions (3.3) and (3.4) are indeed part of the 
effective action for the heterotic string. At the one-loop level [ 17 ], other terms are obtained as well. For in- 
stance, in ref. [ 18 ] an additional F4-term of the form t u'~'8 tr F~,,u z...Fp7p8 is found. Such a term would be the 
generalization four Y2 ( 1.3 ) to an arbitrary Yang-Mills group, in the same way that (3.7) is the generalization 
of (3.4). However, from (3.2) we see that it is not possible to obtain an invariant R+yt rF  4, not even if we 
allow the presence of an F2-term. This is not in disagreement with refs. [ 17,18], because that result included 
couplings of the type tr R 2 tr F 2, which were not considered here. 
In a recent paper by Duff and Lu [ 19 ] it was argued that the coupling of the heterotic five-brane [ 20 ] a-model 
to background supergravity fields implies the existence of a t r  R 4 + tr R 2 (tr F 2 + tr R 2 ) + tr F 4-action, which is 
similar to the result of refs. [ 17,18 ]. 
From the comparison of our result (3.2) with the results of refs. [ 17,18 ] and ref. [ 19 ] we conclude that the 
tr R 2 trF2.coupling is essential in the supersymmetrization ofa tr Fa-term. 
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We can introduce certain tr R 2 tr F2-terms in the following way. Since (3.7) is an invariant for an arbitrary 
Yang-Mills group G, we can also use it for the group G®SO(9, 1 ). This leads to an invariant which contains 
( t rR2+trF2)  2.However, it requires the presence of an R2-action, besides F 2. This is precisely the situation 
considered in ref. [ 1 3 ]. The analysis ofref. [ 1 3 ] differs from the one done here, because the presence of the R z- 
action causes modifications to the transformation rules (2.1) and in particular (2.3). This leads to a different 
quartic action. 
An interesting feature of our work is the appearance ofthe B ^  R ^ R ^ R ^ R terms. They are related to Chern- 
Simons terms. The usual Lorentz Chern-Simons term appears as a modification to the field strength H of the 
gauge field B, schematically, this reads H~ 0B + tr 09 ^  009 + 09 ^  o9 ^  09, along with the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons 
term [ 1 5]. There is an alternative version of d= 10, N= 1 supergravity in which a six-index tensor gauge field 
A~6 ) is used instead of B~2) [ 27 ]. In that version Chern-Simons terms are absent, but are replaced by an inter- 
action term of the form A(6)/x R ^ R in the action. The two versions are related by a duality transformation, 
which can be extended to the quartic action required for the supersymmetrization of this interaction term [ 22 ]. 
By a similar duality transformation, the terms B ^  R ^ R ^ R ^ R will give rise to Chern-Simons terms of the 
type 
H(7)---~0A (6) + 09 A 009 A 009 A 009+ ... (4.1) 
in the seven-index field strength of A<6) in the six-index version of d= 10 supergravity. Such terms are indeed 
required in the anomaly cancellations in the six-index version [23]. 
The terms (2.4) also appear as counterterms in the anomaly cancellation i the usual two-index formulation 
of supergravity [9 ]. Thus we find the supersymmetrization of (some of) the counterterms required for the 
anomaly free theory. It is interesting to note, that the (quantum) counterterms in one version are related, by a 
duality transformation, to a (classical) Chern-Simons term in the other version. This quantum aspect of duality 
transformations is also discussed in ref. [ 1 9] in the context of string/five-brane duality. 
Details of our Noether construction, the complete actions including fermionic terms, as well as the completion 
of our result o include ~ and 2 contributions, will be published elsewhere. Our construction does not rigorously 
prove the existence of the invariants. This is due to the restrictions required to keep the calculation (done by a 
program for algebraic manipulations) within reasonable imits, but also to the iterative character of the invar- 
iant itself. However, because we find agreement with known bosonic actions from string amplitude calculations, 
we are confident that indeed the invariants given in section 3 can be extended beyond the practical limitations 
imposed here. 
The results of this paper complete the supersymmetrization of the quartic string effective action correspond- 
ing to tree-level string amplitudes. This opens the possibility to reconsider the string corrections to the compac- 
tification procedure of ref. [ 1 1 ]. To obtain the supersymmetric completion of the terms which come from one- 
loop string calculations (these terms also play a role in the discussion of five-brane/string duality) requires 
further work. 
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